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An Outlook email account creates a PST folder in which it is capable of storing the entire data of an
email application like the address book contact, journals, calendars, etc along with all the email
messages storing folder like the Inbox, Outbox, Sent Items, Drafts, etc. But one more specialty
about the Microsoft Outlook application is that the users can access any orphan PST folder on their
account without bothering the size limit of the Outlook. The only issue faced by the users is that,
they have to Add PST files to their Outlook account every time they need to access its respective
data which is clearly a waste of time and a strenuous procedure to be followed every time by the
user. Hence, it is suggested that the usage of a third party application to add PST to Outlook 2010
must be initiated in order to get assured results and save the wastage of time and efforts.

Following Is What The Users Do To Add PST

The users usually go for the manual procedure for adding PST to their Outlook for which the
requirements are quite few which includes browsing to the Outlook tools and in the provided options
the user has to browse for the desired PST that is required to be opened on the account and after
browsing the procedure gets completed. Read more:http://www.addpsttooutlook.splitpst.com/

Disadvantages

It is very obvious that in every scenario the good and the bad go hand in hand i.e. you can't get all
what you want without going through a phase of issues or complication or facing any aftereffects of
it. Similarly if you add PST to Outlook 2010, 2003, 2007 etc via manual procedure then, it is sure
that you will face the following types of disadvantages.

The PST file is surely added to your Outlook when you opened it via browsing the desired PST on
your computer and opening it in your Outlook but you will observe that once your shut down your
Outlook application and reopen it, the PST file will not be there as it was when you added it because
it's a short term procedure and you cannot add a PST to your Outlook forever via manual procedure.

When adding a PST, most of the users don't bother checking whether the PST file they are using is
reliable to be used or not by scanning it with an antivirus and this way when a corrupted PST is
added to Outlook there are chances that other PST present on your Outlook might also get entirely
corrupted.

Add PST: This is one of the best available software solutions that recognizes a corrupted PST
before adding it to Outlook and refuses to add it and also assures that you will find your added PST
their even after terminating Outlook after Add PST tool is used.
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used to a add PST to Outlook 2010, 2007, 2003 etc versions.
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